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Abstract. The Russian regions have been tasked with reducing the energy intensity of the country's gross
product through the implementation of regional state programs for the formation of resource-saving energy
systems. The required reduction in the GRP energy intensity can be achieved by different types of strategies
for the development of the energy economy of the regions, the effectiveness of which largely depends on
the production, technological and structural features of regional energy systems. In the work, using data
mining tools, clustering and classification of regional power systems are carried out and the best resource
saving strategies are proposed for each of the selected groups of power systems.

1 Introduction
A characteristic feature of the territorial organization of
the energy complex of Russia is not the isolated location
of its production facilities, but the work of their
predominant part in the energy systems.
So in the electric power industry, power systems are
a complex of large power plants of various types,
interconnected by high-voltage power lines. Power
systems contribute to the territorial dispersal of
production and population, and can significantly reduce
the required total capacity of power plants.
The natural desire of the regions for self-government
orients the regional energy policy towards the
development of the regional energy system along the
path of self-sufficiency of their needs for energy
resources and products (electricity and heat). At the
same time, it is important to maintain close ties,
technological and organizational unity of the regional
energy system with the fuel supply and energy supply
systems of the country.
The level of energy efficiency in the country and its
regions is characterized by the energy intensity indicator
of the gross domestic product. Russia is in last place in
the world ranking of 44 countries in terms of energy
consumption per unit of GDP, its energy intensity is 5
times higher than the best world values. The high energy
intensity is due, in addition to climatic conditions, which
are the cause of the long heating season (75% of the
energy consumed by the population is heat), low
efficiency of energy-intensive industries, as well as
insufficient attention to the problems of energy
conservation at the territorial level. In the regions of the
country, there is a shortage of heat power, estimated at
20% of the total demand for heat energy, which leads to
an overconsumption of fuel due to the use of other
*

energy sources by 2-2.5 times (when replacing heat with
electricity, by 3.5-4 times). For comparison, the energy
intensity of the GDP of Canada with a similar climate
and developed industry is 1.8 times lower than the
energy intensity of Russia [1, 2, 3].
The gradual transition to a post-industrial economy
leads to a reduction in the share of energy-intensive
industrial production and an increase in the share of
household consumers in the structure of energy
consumption. This is due to an increase in urban
population and an increase in energy consumption per
capita due to an increase in the number of household
appliances that consume electricity. If in the case of an
industrial consumer, on average in the energy system, it
is possible to manage demand by stimulating the
operation of an enterprise in several shifts, and thus to
equalize the consumption of energy products in time,
then for a household consumer this opportunity is absent,
since the distribution of energy consumption by a person
in time is due to his social and poorly regulated
biological rhythms. This circumstance has a strong
impact on the production efficiency of the power system.
The Russian regions have been tasked with reducing
the energy intensity of the country's gross product by 1.5
times by 2035 through the implementation of regional
state programs for the formation of resource-saving
energy systems [4, 5]. The required reduction in the GRP
energy intensity can be achieved by different types of
strategies for the development of the energy economy of
the regions, the effectiveness of which largely depends
on the production, technological and structural features
of regional energy systems. In the paper, using data
mining tools, it is proposed to cluster and classify
regional power systems in order to determine the best
resource saving strategies for each of the selected groups
of power systems.
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2 Background
The scientifically grounded direction of the development
of the regional energy complex, ensuring the
achievement of the goals of the energy policy of the
region, as well as the mechanisms for its implementation
are contained in the energy strategy of the region [6].
The basis for its development is the country's energy
strategy, which considers regional aspects of the
development of the energy complex for the next 20
years. Every 5 years the strategy is concretized [5, 7, 8].
The energy strategy provides for an individual
approach to the development of fuel supply and energy
supply to the country's regions. It is based on the volume
and structure of demand for energy resources and
electricity, estimated by making a forecast of the
production of the gross regional product.
Table 1 presents summary data on the directions of
regional development, grouped by federal districts,
obtained on the basis of an analysis of the country's
energy strategy until 2035. When forming the directions,
the development scheme of the energy complex and the
energy potential of the regions were taken into account.

Fig. 1. Contribution of the energy intensity of the gross
regional product to the energy intensity of the country's gross
product by federal districts.

The required reduction in the energy intensity of the
regions' GRP is achieved by the following types of
strategies:
• reducing losses of energy resources and ensuring
their energy conservation in various sectors of the
region's economy (primarily, the energy sector),
• increase in GRP growth due to the organization of
production with low energy intensity, in other words, the
development of small business and services,
• decommissioning of old and inefficient production
equipment and optimization of power system operating
modes,
• assimilation of energy efficient production
technologies by the regional energy complex.
The production, technological and structural
differences and features of the power systems of the
regions determine different priorities and scenarios for
the implementation of the above strategies. Evaluation of
their effectiveness requires a grouping of power systems
in accordance with their general properties with further
correlation of the selected strategies in accordance with
the effect on energy saving achieved from their
application.

Table 1. Development strategies for the energy complex at the
regional level until 2035.
Federal
district
Central
Federal
District
Northwestern
Federal
District
Southern
Federal
District
North
Caucasian
Federal
District
Volga Federal
District
Ural Federal
District
Siberian
Federal
District
Far Eastern
Federal
District

Energy forecast of the region for 2035
An energy-deficient region with a developed
electricity and oil refining industry. Selfsufficiency in energy resources will increase to
21% due to the development of nuclear energy and
the full implementation of energy conservation
An energy-surplus region that supplies energy
resources and electricity to energy-deficient
regions. Self-sufficiency in energy resources will
increase to 200% due to an increase in energy
production and the development of nuclear energy
Energy-deficient region, representing a transit and
export hub. A moderate increase in energy demand
and a significant increase in domestic production
will increase the region's self-sufficiency to 60%
An energy-deficient region, which is a transit hub.
Uniform growth in energy consumption and
production will lead to the preservation of selfsufficiency in the region at 80%
An energy-deficient region with declining
production of its own energy resources and a
developing processing industry. The level of selfsufficiency of the region will decrease to 55%
An energy-surplus region, which is the main
supplier of energy carriers to energy-deficient
regions and for export. The level of selfsufficiency in the region will remain at 120%
An energy surplus region with a developed mining
and processing industry (first in coal production,
second in oil and gas). The level of self-sufficiency
in the region will remain at 150%
An energy surplus region with a developing mining
industry. The level of self-sufficiency in the region
will rise to 120%

3 Methods
One of the recognized approaches to the analysis of the
energy intensity of the energy systems of the country's
regions is the study of their groupings according to the
specific consumption of energy resources and electricity
[11, 12, 13]. The increased energy consumption per
person characterizes the energy saturation of the region
and the development of its energy system from the
standpoint of production and technological potential and
energy ties. With unit energy consumption up to 5 tce /
person, the high energy intensity of the gross regional
product is due to the technological backwardness of the
region's energy system and the need to increase the
power supply of the regional economy. In the case of
unit energy consumption over 8 tce / person, the high
energy intensity of the region's gross product is already
caused by the low realization of the energy saving
potential. According to the latest data from the Federal
State Statistics Service of Russia, the energy intensity of

The energy saving potential in the country as a whole
is estimated at 40%. Figure 1 shows the contribution of
the energy intensity of the gross regional product to the
energy intensity of the country's gross product [9, 10].
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the country's gross product is 14 kg of fuel equivalent
per thousand rubles.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the country's
regions in terms of the specific costs of fuel and energy
resources and the specific energy intensity of GRP [10,
14, 15].

between the corresponding points. The meaning of this
definition of similarity means that objects will be closer
when they have fewer differences between the values of
the same criteria.
To determine the proximity of a pair of points
(objects i and j) in the multidimensional space of criteria,
the Euclidean distance is used:

d
=
(i, j )

m

 (i
k =1

k

− jk )

(1)

Criteria with a large variation range play a large role
in calculating the distance between objects. For this
reason, the values of the criteria for each object must be
standardized:

ik ' =
Fig. 2. Distribution of regions of the country by specific costs
of fuel and energy resources and specific energy intensity of
GRP.

ik − M [ I ]

I

where M[I] - expectation operator,

(2)

 I - standard

deviation.
Distances for all pairs of objects form a square
symmetric distance matrix D = (d ij ) m , m .

A significant drawback of the above approach to the
analysis of the energy intensity of regional power
systems is the lack of consideration when grouping the
presence of significant differences in the production
structure and operating conditions of power systems,
which does not allow forming accurate judgments about
the reasons for their high energy intensity.
The grouping of territorial energy systems should be
based on the following key criteria characterizing the
features of the energy supply of the regions:
• structural external (presence or absence of external
relations),
• internal structural (structure of available energy
resources, production and consumption of energy
products),
• balance
(energy-deficient,
energy-sufficient,
energy-surplus in terms of energy resources and
products),
• climatic (climatic regions and sub-regions).
To group regional power systems according to a
given model of criteria, it is proposed to use data mining
methods based on interrelated processes of classification
and clustering of initial information.
Methods focused on analyzing the structure of a set
of objects form a set of methods for multidimensional
classification.
Methods
of
multidimensional
classification allow to group objects taking into account
essential structural and typological characteristics and
the nature of the distribution of objects in a given system
of criteria. Classification is carried out on the basis of
inclusion of similar objects in a group, and so that
objects from different groups are as different as possible
[16, 17].
Let all selected m criteria be quantitative. Then each
of the n objects can be represented by a point in the mdimensional criteria space. The nature of the distribution
of these points in the space of criteria determines the
structure of the similarities and differences of objects.
The similarity of objects can be judged by the distance

The most common methods of multivariate
classification are agglomerative-hierarchical and kmeans methods.
The agglomerative-hierarchical method is based on
the sequential combination of grouped objects. First, the
closest objects are combined, and then increasingly
distant from each other. The procedure for constructing a
classification consists of sequential steps, at each of
which two closest groups of objects (clusters) are
combined with common properties [18, 19]:
1. A pair of objects is determined, the distance
between which is minimal. These objects are combined
into one group (cluster), the row and column
corresponding to the first of these objects are deleted in
the matrix D, and the distances from the new cluster to
all other clusters (objects) are calculated as the average
of the distances from the objects of the first cluster to all
the others. The obtained values are entered into the row
and column of the distance matrix corresponding to the
second object from the first cluster.
2. Based on the distance matrix reduced by a row and
a column, the minimum distance is again determined and
a new cluster is formed. This cluster can be built by
combining either two objects or one object with the
cluster built in the first step.
Usually, the proximity of two clusters is defined as
the average value of the distance between all pairs of
objects, where one object of a pair belongs to one cluster
and the other to another [19, 20].
The agglomerative-hierarchical method provides for
the execution of (n-1) iterations, after each of which the
number of clusters is decreased by one, and the distance
matrix is decreased by a row and a column. At the end of
this procedure one cluster that unites all n objects is
achieved.
The results of applying the agglomerativehierarchical method are graphically represented in the
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Table 3. Results of classification of regional power systems.

form of a dendrogram (tree of a hierarchical structure)
containing n levels, each of which corresponds to one of
the steps in the process of sequential cluster
enlargement.
Another method of multivariate statistical analysis is
the k-means method. In contrast to the agglomerativehierarchical method, which does not require a
preliminary estimate of the possible number of groups of
objects, this method is based on the hypothesis of the
most probable number of classes. The goal of the method
is to build a given number of clusters that should differ
as much as possible from each other. The classification
building procedure consists of the following steps [20,
21]:
1. A random grouping of objects is carried out and
clusters are built.
2. An iterative process of moving objects between
groups is carried out in order to minimize the intraclass
variance of indicators and maximize the interclass
variance (in other words, each cluster should consist of
the most similar objects, and the clusters themselves
should be different from each other).
The results of this method make it possible to obtain
the centers of all classes for each of the initial criteria, as
well as to obtain a graphical representation by which
criteria the obtained classes differ.
It is proposed to use the agglomerative-hierarchical
method to estimate the expected number of groups of
regional power systems, and to use the k-means method
to assign them to the corresponding groups.

Grou
p
1

3

Table 2. Results of clustering regional power systems.
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Subj
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3
2

open

19

4

23

5

15

6

11

7

7

8

5

Power system group characteristics
Energy systems of regions with
extensive use of hydropower
Energy systems of regions with
pronounced large power generation on
fossil fuels
Energy systems of the regions of the
non-production sphere of the European
part of the country
Energy systems of post-industrial
regions of the European part of the
country
Energy systems of industrial regions of
the European part of the country
Energy systems of energy-intensive
industrial regions of the Asian part of
the country
Energy systems of industrial regions of
the Asian part of the country with a
declining production scale
Energy systems of the regions of the
non-production sphere of the Asian part
of the country

The grouping made it possible to compile generalized
characteristics of the power systems of isolated and open
regions of the country.
So, groups 1 and 2 represent the types of power
systems of territorially isolated regions (5 subjects). The
common features of power systems in isolated regions
are high power density and heat demand. They are
characterized by excess production capacity, widespread
use of district heating and the use of local energy
resources. The dividing line is the use of renewable
energy sources (primarily hydropower) in electricity
supply. With its development, the share of thermal
power plants producing only electricity is significantly
reduced.
The power systems of open regions (80 subjects) are
characterized by a much broader typification,
represented by groups 3 - 8:
• energy systems with fossil fuel energy sources and
(or) small cascades of hydroelectric power plants, scarce
and poorly diversified in terms of energy resources and
insufficient energy capacities with moderate heat
consumption and low density of the power supply
schedule (regions of the non-production sphere of the
European part of the country) (19 entities),
• energy systems with a fossil fuel energy source,
sufficient and poorly diversified in terms of energy
resources and excess energy capacities with moderate
heat consumption and low density of the power supply
schedule (post-industrial regions of the European part of
the country) (23 entities),
• energy systems based on nuclear and (or)
hydropower with the predominant use of fossil fuels in
heat supply systems, diversified by energy resources and
excess energy capacities with moderate heat
consumption and high density of the power supply
schedule (industrial regions of the European part of the
country) (15 entities),

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of grouping the power
systems of the country's regions. In total, 8 groups of
territorial power systems have been identified, according
to which the power systems of 85 regions have been
grouped.

1 2
+ +

isolate
d

2
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Table 4. Correlation of strategies for reducing the energy
intensity of the GRP with the groups of regional power systems
identified as a result of cluster analysis.

• energy systems with large power generation on
fossil fuel (and hydropower), surplus and poorly
diversified by energy resources and insufficient energy
capacities with high heat consumption and high density
of the power supply schedule (energy-intensive
industrial and raw material regions of the Asian part of
the country) (11 entities),
• energy systems with fossil-fueled power
generation, sufficient in terms of energy resources and
excess energy capacities with high heat consumption and
high density of the electricity supply schedule (industrial
regions of the Asian part of the country with a declining
scale of production) (7 entities),
• energy systems with fossil fuel power generation
and (or) small cascades of hydroelectric power plants,
scarce and poorly diversified in energy resources and
insufficient energy capacities with high heat
consumption and low density of the power supply
schedule (regions of the non-production sphere of the
Asian part of the country) (5 entities).
Among the common features of regional power
systems should be made:
• strong dependence on fossil fuels (present in the
energy balances of all regions and in more than 88% of
them it is the main one),
• weak diversification of energy resources (due to
the uneven distribution of them, 90% of which are in the
Asian part of the country; at the same time, about 86% of
natural gas production is exported outside the Asian part
and is used in the energy supply of European regions
(62%); hence, the main, and often actually the only the
energy resource for European regions is natural gas,
while most of the Asian regions use coal),
• a heterogeneous industrial structure with a
pronounced combined production of energy products
(the main production of energy products is concentrated
in thermal power plants (66%), but at the same time in
the European part they are complemented by nuclear
and, partially, hydropower facilities, in Asian regions large hydroelectric power plants; combined production is
one of the key in 97% of the regional power systems),
• shortage (70%) or redundancy in production
capacity (due to the presence of external relations in
most of the power systems of the regions (92%) and their
inertia, which does not allow them to quickly adapt to
changing consumption patterns),
• moderate or high demand for heat energy and a
gradual decompaction of the electric load schedule
(while a significant demand for heat is due to cold
climatic conditions, the decompaction of the electric load
is caused by a decrease in the share of industry (and
partly its energy intensity) in the structure of energy
consumption in regions; at the moment, industry remains
main consumer in 67% of regions).
Table 4 shows the correlation of the strategies for
reducing the energy intensity of the GRP with the groups
of regional power systems identified as a result of the
clustering.

Gro
up
1
2, 5,
6
3, 8
4
7

Priority strategy for reducing the energy intensity of
GRP
Mastering energy efficient production technologies
in order to improve the power system efficiency
Reducing energy losses and ensuring resource
conservation in the energy sector
Mastering energy efficient production technologies
that increase the efficiency of the power system in
conditions of uneven energy consumption.
Reducing the energy intensity of production due to
its restructuring and development of the service
sector
Decommissioning of old and inefficient production
equipment and optimization of power system
operating modes

As follows from the analysis, for regions with
isolated power systems, the choice of the priority
strategy for reducing the energy intensity of GRP is
largely determined by the structure of the energy carriers
used, primarily, by the use of renewable energy sources.
In turn, for regions with open energy systems, the choice
of a strategy to reduce energy intensity depends on their
economic base for sustainable growth and the state of the
power infrastructure.

5 Conclusion
Due to the wide variety of energy systems in the regions,
their classification is required for their study in order to
draw up effective strategies to reduce energy intensity.
At the same time, the existing methods of grouping do
not take into account the presence of significant
differences in the production structure and conditions of
operation of power systems, which does not allow
forming accurate judgments about the reasons for their
high energy intensity and, accordingly, allow a
significant classification error.
These differences made it possible to take into
account the developed method of grouping the power
systems of the regions, which is based on a multivariate
statistical analysis of their structural properties and
operating conditions using data mining tools.
The developed method for isolated and open regional
power systems made it possible to highlight the general
features of their functioning and development.
The common features of power systems in isolated
regions are high power density and heat demand. They
are characterized by excess production capacity,
widespread use of district heating and the use of local
energy resources.
Among the general features of the power systems of
open regions, the following are highlighted: a strong
dependence on fossil fuels, weak diversification in
energy resources, heterogeneity of the production
structure with a pronounced combined energy
production, shortage (70%) or redundancy of production
capacities, moderate or high demand for thermal energy,
gradual decompaction of the schedule electrical load.
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For each selected group of regional power systems,
priority strategies for reducing energy intensity have
been proposed, which will allow achieving the greatest
resource saving effect.
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